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C r ipple,d by y our
dreams, reality becomes
a crutch.

Study not as a student
but as a man who cares.

VOL. X Number 4

Oct. 2, 1969

NEWARK STATE'COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

V.A.C. Goals Revealed
By_State Chairmen
BY Betty Wetzler '73

Dave Lichtenstein , Joel Albert,
and Tony Levi , co-chairmen of
the Newark State College Voting
Age Coalition (VAC) , acquainted
prospective members with the
history , goals , and metl1ods of
VAC at an organizational meeting
on September 23.
Lichtenstein and Levi, who are
also chairman and assistant
chairman, respectively, for Unio n
I

Dave Lichtenstein and T ony
Levi, Co-Chairman of Union
County VAC .

public directly (with students
primarily concerned with voters in
Union County .) They will work
right up to election night, on their
door-to-door campaign, giving out
literature on VAC as well as verbal
exp lanations . Polls will be
conducted to record the number
of persons in support of the
18-year-old vote, those undecide d,
those against it, and the polls will
be ma de public.
Pub licity an d advertising,
especially in local papers, on the
V AC moveme nt is of major
concern to the V AC chairmen .
Through pubbcity, voters not
reached personally will the n be
exposed to the same information.
Fund-raising projects have been
in au gar a ted to support this
needed advertising. Over the
summer, a benefit concert at the
Garden State Arts Center
featuring Johnny Mathias was
held to help meet VAC's
operating expenses. Bumper
stickers advertising the
18-year-old vote have been sold
for $.25 per sticker. Proceeds
from Newark State's sales
am o unted to $55.00.

Joel Albert, Co-Chairman of
VAC.

County VAC , explained that Dave
Dupe!, now the VAC state
chairman, and Frank Nero , a past
president of NSC Student
Organization and presently
working with V AC in Somerset
County, founded the Voting Age
Coalition in February 1969. The
Newark State V AC then merged
with the state organization, and in
four months, got the referendum
for tl1e 18-year-old vote on the
New Jersey ballot.
Now that the referendum is on
the ballot, the present and most
important objective of VAC is to
get the eligible New Jersey voters
to vote November 4th - and to
vote "yes" on the question. V AC
workers plan to contact the voting

Tony Levi stres ed that the
success of these projects can only
be realized with the help of V AC
manpower. He hopes to get much
of that manpower from Newark
State students from any and all
classes. A major assembly on VAC
in two weeks is being planned for
Newark State. Hopefully, more
VAC supporters and workers will
come from this. A rally for high
school students is also scheduled
for October 13th in the Th eater
for the Performing Arts to
promote involvement on the high
school level.
On what specifically they want_
from Newark State students , Joel
Albert said: "The Voting Age
Coalition is the most important
and essential effort that students
in New Jersey can undertake.
Getting the 18-year-old vote is the
only way that youth can become
a working part of the political
structure in this country which

Members of the Board of Trustees

Trustees Agree To Cancel All
Classes For Moratorium
By Carol Doyle

The Board of Trustees adopted
a resolution agreeing to the
cancellation of all · classes on
Wednesday, October 15, the day
of the nation V i
L n am
Moratorium, at its meeting last
Thursday.
Dr. Weiss, acting president of
the college, noted that "no one
side of the issue will be forced
upon anyone or adopted as an

clear to all of us that any proposal
that is put forth for strengthening
New Jersey's educational system
must be based on the hard reality
that during the '70's more dollars
must be devoted to education by
the State of New Jersey."
Ca hill says: "The next
Governor must act to ensure
orderly, timely evaluation of our
State's educational needs, and the
orderly, well conceived
innovations such an evaluation
will indicate.
Both candidates agree tllat the

not constitu Le a holiday for the

college but rather it will "be an
academic approach to
communication on a most critical
event facing con temporary
American society." He added "the

college will serve as a focal point
for educational dialogue between
faculty, students and community
on this day."
According to a tentative
ch

dule,

Moratorium

the Vietnam

will

commence at

9:00 A.M., October 15th, on the
former Library green, with a
memorial service conducted by
the Veterans Association . A talk
I l un 1111u c· d 011 Pa,c,• 21

Higher Ed. Meets With
Students On Dorm Raise
Tuesday evening, September
29 , at Newark College of
Engineering, representatives of the
State Board of Higher Education
meet with the C.U.E. (N.J.
Student Committee on
Undergraduate Education) State
executive board to discuss the
position of the proposed Dorm
Fee increase.
Higher Board members present
were Chancellor Dungan , Mr.
Bwoher (Board, Chairman) , Mrs.

Cahill And Meyner Give
Views On NJ Education
New Jersey' pressing school
problems need immediate State
attention , says the New Jersey
Education Assn. - and the two
major gubernatorial candidates
apparently agree.
The D e motratic nominee ,
Robert B. Meyner, lists
educational financing as his
"Priority No. I," and Republican
William T . Cahill insists: "For too
long, education in our State has
surren dered its rightful place
among the other 49 ."
States Meyner: ," I t should be

official statement." He added
"there will be room for free
expression of all opinions in
keeping with the best ~cademic
traditions of the college." He
explained ti c m ra orium d

State should pay a larger share of
local school costs. Writes Cahill:
"The State school aid formula is
outdated and must be replaced by
a more equitable one." Says
Meyner:
"Priority No. I for the next
Governor must be to increase the
State' s role in the financing of
elementary and secondary
education. It must be clear that
no New Jersey community can
bear by itself the rapidly
increasing costs of quality
education."

Woods, and Mr. Plahne . · will never have the opportunity to
Rep re sen ting the students were benefit from those buildings.
c) For the building of revenues
Bob Baxter and Dave Lich tenstein
(Newark St.), Ken Norbe for the two new stare colleges.
d) The fact that this increase is
(Glassboro St.), Stu Goldstein
(Trenton St.), Peter H. Berman going to be followe d by another,
(Jersey City St.) , and Laura because the degree of subsidy now
Blonkowski (Paterson St.). existing can not resolve the funds
Montclair St. did not send a necessary to have enough E.F.A .
revenues.
representative.
Although no definite answe1
Effective at the end of last year was found , both tile Board and
was a $200 fee increase instituted CUE representatives were in
al Montclair and Trenton State complete agreement upon three
Colleges. The students met with points concerning dormotories :
the board in hopes of finding
1. Uniform fees are necessa1y
different methods of allieviating for all tile campuses
the burden from tile students.
2. The same price will be
charged
to live in all dorms on
C.U.E. presented a three-point
campus,
spaces
chosen by lot.
statement why it feels state
3.
The
College
should subsidize
subsidy is necesarry, as follows:
that Dorm space used for facilities
I) The facilities being other than Dormintory living
constructed are inadequate and (such is.offices or classrooms).
A stFOl'.lg argument offered by
unaccomodating to student needs.
2) The fact that dormitory several CUE representatives is tlrnt
space supposedly applicable for the present system of financing
student use is in reality used for dormitories on State College
classroom facilities and other Campuses is "self-defeating,
illogical, unreasonable and
restrictive public meetings.
3) The illogical payment of contradictory to the idea of a
State-supported school."
$200
CUE plans to meet witll the
a) For colleges which don't
ch ancellor info rmally October
receive dormi tories.
b) For dormitories which are 19th to fu rther discuss tile Dorm
bing financed by students, who issue.
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N ..S.C. Co-Op Dedicates
.New College Sign

_Oct. 2, 1969

Trustees Agree
To·Cance/· Classes
(Con tinued fro m Page I )

by Linda Phelan
N.S.C. is getting a new look
this year - building, construction,
paving, painting - and one of the
most recent and attractive
additions to our campus is the
new college sign and bulletin
board located on Green Lane
across from the Keane parking lot.
This sign and public bulletin
board is the first of its kind on
campus, and its construction came
about as the result of suggestions
made to the Student Organization
by members of the student body.
The Student Organization in turn,
brought it up before the co_llege
co-op which OK'd and agree d to
undertake the project.
The N .S.C. Cooperative
(Co-op) is an organization which
has been present on campus for
many years, but whose existence
and function is only recently
corning to the attention of the
student body. The Co-op was
originally administration
organized as a division of the
Book and Supply Store. Its
function was · to utilize the profits
of the Book Store / and the

New Sign contributed by Co-op

Information and Services Desk for
the betterment of the college
community. The Co-op's goals
and functions have remained the
same , but student participation in
the Co-op itself was added. There
are five ,members . in the present
organization
two students
s~lected by the Student Council,
Bill Loehning and Paul Matos ; and

Schedule of Events
Date

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 10/5
Event
Place

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5th
6:0~8 :00
Rho Theta Tau Smoker
6:0~10:00
Nu Sigma Phi Smoker
8:00-10:00
7:45-10:30

Delta Sigma Pi Smoker
CCB Movie: "If''

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6th
6:0~8 :00
Sigma Kappa Phi Smoker
6:0~10:00
Nu Delta Pi Smoker
7 :0~to:00
Science Club meeting
8:@10:00
Beta Delta Chi Smoker
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th
l :4~2: 55
Faculty Meeting
l:4~2 :55
Student Org.
Treasurer's Mtg.
l :4~2:55
SCATE Tea
l :4~2:55
Renata Club meeting
l:4~2:55
Election Committee
Freshman Mtg.
l:4~2:55
Circle K
l:4~2:55
Renata Club
6:0~8:00
Nu Theta Chi Smoker
6:0~10:00
Sigma Beta Tau Smoker
6:3~9:00
Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
6: 3~10:00
Nu Delta Pi Meeting
6: 3:).. 10:00
Sigma Beta Chi Meeting
7: 0~10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi Meeting
7:0~10:00
Nu Sigma Tau Meeting
7:0~10:00
7:3~10:00
7:0~10 :00

Graduate Student
Association Mtg.
Lambda Chi Rho Meeting
Beta Qelta Chi Meeting

8:@10:00
Chi Delta Smoker
WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 8th
11 :3~2:00
Faculty Staff Buffet
6 :0~8:00
Nu Sigma Tau Smoker
6:0~10:00
Sigma Theta Chi Smoker
7:3~10:00
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
8 :0~10:00
Omega Phi Smoker
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9th
1 :4~2:55
English Club Meeting
1 :0~3 :00
Graduate Coordinate
Committee Mtg.
6 :0~8:00
Sigma Beta Chi Smoker
6:0~10:00
Alpha Sigma Mu Meeting
8:@10:00
Alpha Theta Pi Smoker
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10th
9:@5:00
Art Exhibit
6:3~10:30
U.S. Marines Parent Night
SATURDAY,OCTOBERllth
8:@12:00
Social Committee Mixer

Hex Room
T .V. Lounge
Sloan Lounge

Theatre for Perf. Arts
Hex Room
T.V. Lounge
Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
l11~atre for Perf. Arts
Hex Room
Downs-Formal Lounge
Willis 100
Sloan Lounge
Willis 100
Hex Room
T.V. Lounge
Downs-Meeting Room A
Downs-Meeting Room B
Willis 300
Willis 200
Downs-Faculty
Dining Room
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Activities Bldg.
Room B
Sloan Lounge
Downs-Faculty
Dining Room
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Willis 100
Downs-Meeting Room B
Hex Room
Sl_o an -Lounge
Hex Room
Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Snack Bar
'I

I

three administrators, Dr.
Samenfeld, Mr. Callaghan and Mr.
Vitale. Together they control all
Book Store profits , among the
many uses of which are college
contributions to charity, the
salaries of Book Store employees
and general college betterment.
Mr. Vitale and Paul Matos were
cho sen by the Co-op as
co-chairmen of the college sign
project. The sight which they
chose for the sign was OK'd by
N.S.C. development engineer, Mr.
Wesper as a. logical location since
it will afford maximum viewing
by everyone.
The sign itself is of white
marble and was designed for both
beauty and utility. The bulletin
board is equipped with locked-in
lettets, and upcoming, all-college
e·vents will be posted by the
Student Activities Office . It will
be an invaluable .aid in keeping the
public and the student body
informed of important college
activities , and is another lasting
contribution of the N.S.C.
Cooperative .

by Dr. Howard F . Didsbury, of
the Histo ry Department , will
fo llow the se rvice. Wo rkshops,
poe try readings and perfo rmances
of the Guerilla Theatre are
planned as aftern oon activities.
The names of those New J ersey
men who gave their lives in Viet
Nam will be read · by fo ur
clergymen. Armband s worn by
participant s and wrea ths place d
on the lawn will help to se t the
atmosphere.
Dr. Did sbury's speech will be
b ase d up o n t h e th oro ugh
kn owledge he has gained since
1963 when he developed a kee n_
interest in the Viet Nam conflict
a nd Far Eastern affair s. A
graduate of Yale University, h~
received his Masters degree at
Harvard and his Doctorate from
American University , Washington ,
D.C .
Various workshops conducted
by members of the faculty and
st11dents include such topics as:
The Impotency of Power ,
Rehabilitation of Returning
Veterans, Paris Negotiations and
the Individual Personality and the
War. Newark State's Veteran
Fraternity , Alpha .Sigma Mu, will
also present a workshop wherein
those from the fraternity who
served in Viet Nam will give their
first hand impressions and feelings
regarding the issues.
The resolution of the Board of
Trustees in its entirity is read as
follows:
WHEREAS: ''rhe Faculty Senate
and the Student Organization
of Newark State College have
recommended to the President
of the College the suspension
of classes for varying periods
on October 15 , 1969, in order
that the students and faculty
may observe a day of solemn
commemoration for those who

have lost their lives in the
Vietn am conflict ; and
WHEREAS : Such a day of
commem oration would provide
f or o pen dialogue among
m e mb ers of t h e college
commu nity and a learning
x p e ri e n ce in d e m ocratic
proce dures; and
WHEREAS: Such a day of
commemoration would p rovide
fo r serious examination of
natio n al priorities and- a
rededication to the humanistic
pr in c iples tra d itional at
Newark Sta te College an d
in trinsic in our national life ;
now therefore be it
RESOLVED : T hat' the Board of
Trustees of Newark State
College agrees that all classes
shall be su spended on October
15 , 1969.

V.A.C.
(Co ntinu e d from Page I)

now dictates their actions. In
order to accomplish this , we need
students who are willing to
work ." On what specifically the
students can do , Dave
Lichtenstein and Tony Levi both
added that people are needed to
get to the public in the forr_n of
door-to-door canvassing and
working in VAC's fund-raising
efforts.
·Incident ally, both Mr.
Lichtenstein and Mr. Levi will also
function as co-chairmen for the
entire Union County. On October,
N.S.C. will host a county rally 1f()r
all the area high schools.
NOTICE

College Center Board presents
TOM PAINE directed by Tom
O'Horgan on the evening of
October 4, 1969. Theatre for
Performing Arts - $1.00 students,
$2.50 all others. Tickets available
in Student Center.

N.C.A.T.E. Accreditation
T.ean1 To Arrive Oct. 5
by Frank Roscus

They're here , they're back!
Once again it 's the end of that
near 10-year period of college
accreditation and now once again
faculty leaders , and students must
be awakened to the presence of a
small band of authorities that
shall be roaming N.S.C.'s campus.
Their descriptions are as follows :
1. They may be tall ; though
not necessarily.
2. They may be young ; though
not necessarily .
3. They may be heavy ; though
not necessarily.
4. They may travel in bands ;
though not necessarily .
5. They may be any" color in the
spectrum .
But the most important thing
to remember is they 're to be
treated with kindness and
affability . A bad impression upon
these members may cause them to
bring forth a deadly stinger and
this may directly affect your
future . The life and death decision
regarding teacher accreditation of
Newark State starts with these
members of the visiting team from
N.C.A.T.E.

Accreditation of Newark
State's Teacher Education
Program is a delicate subject to all
here wishing a good job in the
future, as teachers. "It's a known
fact that jobs will be more
prevalant to the students who
haye come from accredited
colleges," stated Dr. Jane
Guinnane , new Chairwoman of
Faculty Senate and Head of
Accreditation Committee. "They
may be inquiring about Urban and
Minority relations as well as
curriculum reviewing," announced
Acting-Pres. Nathan Weiss .
The eleven members of the
N.C .A.T.E. committee will arrive
Sunday , Oct. 5 and stay through
the 8th. Residing at nearby
Town and Campus they will be
stationed in the office across from
the Registrar's in Townsend Hall.
You may be approached by one
of these members anywhere on
campus ; in the Snack Bar, Gym,
walking on campus, while resting
under a tree or anywhere else.
They may ask you questions
about anything.
·
The committee shall send a

report to the Visiting and
Accreditation Committee . They
will judge the strengths and
weaknesses of N.S.C. and make
their decision. An innovation has
taken place this year, a
representative of the College will
be present at the V. & A.
Committee meeting and this may
indeed be a determining factor. A
report and decision will be
published in 6 months.
''I just hope everyone
continues to treat them with the
graciousness that we have always
treated visitors to NSC," said Dr.
Guinnane.

- .N otice
President Weiss, following
through on his promise made
during Orientation, will hold an
informal coffee hour for students
today - college free hour.
Dr. Weiss and other members
of the presidential staff will be
available to talk with students in
the Browsing Room of the Student
Activities Building.
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You th Fa re Stays,
May Be Reduced
By RICK FITCH
College Press Service

Airline youth fares will
continue, but not at the current
half-price discount.
The five-man Civil Aeronautics
Board (CAB) decided here this
month that while the fares, which
enable persons 12-22 to fly
standby at low cost, were fair in
principle, airlines should be
allowed to raise them to 60 per
cent of the regular coach fare.
The reason: steep wage
settlements, more expensive fuel,
and higher landing fees have
lowered airline profits excessively,
according to the CAB, and price
increases in both regular and
promotional discounts are
necessary to increase revenue. The
major air carriers offering special
youth fares
American,
Continental, Northwest, TWA,
United , Eastern , and Weste.rn are expected to take advantage of
the CAB ruling and raise their
prices. The new rates will take
effect Oct. I.
A CAB spokesman said further
hearings will be held on the
"economics" of the discount rate
as soon as a court case brought by
Trailways Bus Systems against the
CAB is settled . Trailways
contends it is discriminatory for
there to be any discount for
youth at all, since adults must pay
full fare.
The youth fare issue was
forced

to a head last January

wheW several bus companies, all of
which had lost business to the

airlines on account of the fares,
filed suit to make the CAB listen
to their arguments that the
discounts were illegal.
. Tl1e Fifth Circuit Court of
:Appeals in New Orleans, agreeing
with some of the arguments,
ordered the CAB to investigate,
and CAB examiner Arthur S.
Present subsequently found the
fares to be "unjustly
discriminatory " and in violation
of the Federal Aviation Act of
1958.
Present recommended the fares
be abolished , but the CAB
delayed action when protest was

X-Rays
A free chest x-ray is being
given to all juniors and seniors this
year on TUESDAY, OCTOBER
14th from 2 to 5 p.m. The x-ray
bus will be located by the power
plant. No appointment is
necessary . Members of the senior
class are especially urged to take
advantage of this free offer.
If you smoke, are subject to
frequent colds, or come into
contact with large numbers of
people, a yearly chest x-ray is
re c omm e nded . Seni o r s
part i cipatin g in the student
teaching program should obtain
an x-ray at this time . For those
s tude n t s a lrea dy o u t on
prac ticum, the x-ray unit will
return in April.
Many boards of education and
business firms require applicants
to have an x-ray or tu berculin test
and the college health service will
forward the x-ray results to a
prospective employer upon
written request of the student.

registered by the National Student
Association , the Campus
Americans for Democratic Action ,
the National Student Marketing
Corporation, and many students
and parents who deluged CAB
offices with letters.
Three measures were
introduced in Congress in support
of the low-cost youth fares.
In its recent decision, the CAB
concluded, contrary to Pre sen t's
earlier findings, that the fares
were not discriminatory, but
benefited all travelers. By
engendering development of a
new market they "have
contributed sizably to making
modern equipment and
convenient schedules more
broadly available," the CAB said.
"It is clear that the youth
standby fares have generated a
significant amount of new
(Continued on Page 11)

Science Club Undertal~es
Construction Of Laser
The Newark State Science
Organization (NSSO) has
undertaken the building of a laser
beam, a project involving all its
members. Paul Friedman is
heading the committee to build it.
The laser, a research tool for
use by the students and faculty
will be controlled by he NSSO.
Friedman, an earth science major
explained that plans for
construction date back to 1964 ,
and sees it as a step in expanding
the · research potential of Newark
State. He feels it will prepare
students to plan further science
projects in their careers and will
attract more science majors to
Newark State.
Mr. Friedman states he has a
workable plan to build a "simple
machine out of a complex idea,"
but emphasizes it is open to
adaptation by any "informed"
student with access to materials.

The NSSO needs a ruby rod, a
powerful photo-flash tube, and a
power supply and is researching
where to get them for the funds
available.
The club's president, Pat
McKeown, remarked that NSC has
as fine a science department as
any other college in the state and
the laser will be a tool to expand
that department. In physics, the
laser beam is used to explore the
phenomena of light. It can put
holes in the tiniest, hardest
substances for industrial arts
research. The laser takes a tiny
sample of minerals without
imparing the specimen. The field
of photography will be vastly
in1proved by the type of laser we
are building because it can focus
accurately and take 3-dimensional
pictures. "Our laser beam may be
able to puncture a hole in a razor
blade , possibly," declared Mr.

Crystal Clear ....... by Dave Lichtenstein

A Tale Of Two Fences
Since I have attended Newark otherwise.) The most obvious one rather than taking the Morris Ave .
State College I have lived in to me was that of SECURITY . It exit would leave through the
Dougall Hall, the Men's seems that area children had been still-existing woods.
Since security is our major
Dormitory. I have been surprised getting in and tampering with the
and astounded many times by cars in the parking lot. So concern, shall we not forget that
much which goes on, and how obviously you eliminate the it was TRAVELING THROUGH
readily things are accepted by the parking lot , remove the entrances, THE WOODS that three Newark
State Co-eds were victim of rape
students. But of most recent and everything is fine. Right?
Wrong. Many students who not too long a time ago .
concern is the tale of two fences.
How, then, shall the problem
While I have lived in the dorm used the parking lot did so
over the two year~, there has been because of the confused state of be tackled? Very simple. A lock
situated directly behind it a fence, those controlling it. (All Dorm system, such as the one on the
with an opening to the left for students are not entitled to the boys dorm, could be installed so
cars to enter an d leave the Dougall privilege Something else which that Dorm students could use the
Parking lot, and a smaller entrance must be looked into.) They will dorm and car entrances. Of course
on the right, for the students to be forced to move their cars out this costs money, but I feel
into the streets, where they will confident that the administration
use.
This served several real functions: still fall easy prey to the and those concerned value a life
1. It regulated traffic in and vigilantes.
more than a dollar bill .
Furthermore , the way to have
out of the parking lot , which is
And in the long run , it would
QUITE NECESSARY for those a safe, co-operative campus is not probably have been cheaper to
students who work , student teach , through isolation but through install a lock system then to
are unloading or packing their utilizing your present resources completely bar off the entrance ,
belongings to their room , or through an INNOVATIVE (at and cause the resent and distrust
simply live a long way from home. Newark State?) method whereby which is now rapidly growing
2. For those students who the situation can be handled among students towards their
wished to attend church services without causing conflicts with the . 'superiors'.
One question which I would
Sunday morning, all they had to students.
For students STILL get like to ask is very simple - WHY
do was walk out the rear entrance
and turn right. For in a few blocks hungry , STILL go to church, and WEREN'T THE STUDENTS
is the convenient setting of a local STILL read newspapers. But now NOTIFIED BEFOREHAND AND
they must walk clear across the ASKED FOR THEIR OPINION
house of worship.
3. For those students who campus, go around Morris Ave., or more simply - Why Were we
wish , or are mandated · by their come back around behind the left out of the decision-making
teachers, to buy and read the Dorms, and return the same way. process? Why weren't the students
sunday newspaper, a local store is, Furthermore, concerning security , consulted for their ideas?
(Continued on Page 9)
too , only blocks away from the there are those students who
rear entrance .
4. Many an evening student
gets hungry . For those who do
not possess cars, an alternative to
College seniors preparing , to College, Seton Hall University,
a long drive for food was a short
walk out the rear entrance to a teach school may take the Rutgers University , Princeton
local dining restaurant , of which National Teacher Examinations University, and Rider College.
on any of the four different test
many are locally scattered .
5. Many students who room d a te s announced today by
Results of the National
nearby the campus enter through Educational Testing Service , a Teacher Examinations are used by
non profit , e ducational many large school districts as one
the rear gate.
Howeve r, a fe w days ago I organization which prepares and
of several factors in the selection
woke up an d to my surprise administers this testin g program . of new teachers and by several
something had change d! The
New dates for the testing of states fo r certification or licensing
fence was still stan ding, but an pros pe ct iv e t each e r s a r e:
of teachers. Some colleges also
entrance was naught to be see n. Novemb er 8, 1969, and J anuary
require all seniors preparing to
31, April 4, and July 18, 1970. teach to take the examina tions.
We were trapped-imprisoned-in
Dougall Hall!
The test will be administere d here The school systems and state
Now, I figured that if the at Newark State and at the
departmen ts of education which
hierarchy of this college removed fo ll owi n g area colleges: St.
use the examination results are
the entrances, they must have Elizabeth's College, Jersey City
designa ted in , the Bulletin of
Information for'Ctididates.
reasons. (Be they logical or State College, Paterson ~(ate

Friedman.
The laser is not a toy and can
be a lethal weapon so it will be
kept under lock. A room has
already been set aside in which to
build it.
The aim of the Science
Organization is "to better science
and extend interest to all students
at Newark State and to make the
Science Department known,"
states the club's president. An
alumni association is now
forming, to give the Science
Organization up-to-date reports
on new, different, and stimulating
projects in science, not re-hashings
of classroom topics .
The Science Club, open to all
NSC students holds its meetings
every other Monday night.

Fresh-Air
Radio
by Ed Naha
After many years of talking,
many years of trying and many
years of failing, Newark State
College is on it's way to having a
radio station . Last week, WFAR
(Fresh Air Radio 'for N.S.C.) came
one step closer to reality, as it
overcame it's first hurdle by being
acknowledged as a committee by
the College Center Board. Paul
Hill was elected as temporary
chairman of the committee.
The significance of this move is
that at long last WFAR is being
recognized as existing on campus.
C.C.B. is enthusiastic about the
fle dgling station in that it will
serve as a wedge in breaking up
the apathy prevelant at this
campus and encourage
involvement.
Kevin Hobin, president of the
group, and Frank Masino,
unofficial spokesman, told me of
their plans for the station.
WFAR-FM will hopefully be
broadcast some 65 miles as a
non-commercial FM project. It
will feature news , discussions,
interviews and of course , music ,
all types of music. It will be open
to everyone, and in essence will be
the voice of the students.
Kevin and his growing band of
supporters have already visited
other college stations arguing
about operations. They are
currently looking into equipment
costs, and the legal aspects. A
(Continued on Page 6)

National Teacher Exams Announced
On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take the
Common Examinations, which
measu_re their professional
preparatiQn and general cultural
backgrmff.fd and a Teaching Area
Exam ina~ n which measures
mastery of the subject they
expect to teach.
P rospective teachers sh ould
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
their colleges, for specific advice
on which examinations to take
an d on which dates they should
b e taken. The Bulletin of
Information for ,Candid,q t~s
'contains a-registration form . .
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Faculty
Senate

"Truth cannot be /orceJ but m11,st be allowed to plead /or itlel/."

Will You Be Here

To the Editor:
Could we have more light on
the faculty position on Vietnam
Day , Oct. I 5? Your news story
of Sept. 25 left us in darkness.
Student and faculty feelings
are alike with respect to the issues
the war poses. All of us want out.
So the observance at this college
must be a success.
The Faculty Senate action was
motivated by a genuine desire to
make the demonstration effective.
Too many college meetings in the
past have been dismal affairs
owing to non-attendance and
apathy. Senators simply felt that
student attendance at services,
workships , etc. would be
increased if we did not cancel
classes. Further, we sai d that we
wn11ld use our classes to stimulate
st11dent di scussion and
understanding.
The faculty resolution was a
pledge of support and cooperation
providing three hours in the day's
schedule for special observances
and activities. It was a hedge
against the risk of a "college
holiday". Such an outcome would
be unthinkable, for the stakes are
too high.
Sincerely yours,
John C. Hutchinson
Professor of Sociology
Member, Faculty Senate

On October 15?
"It doesn't matterwhat you wear,just as
long as you are there." Do these words from
a popular song, sound silly ? - well , maybe
so, maybe not.
However the Vietnam Moratorium Day
on O ctober 15 , is not a laughing matter. If
you are eating, sleeping, or just breathing on
this American continent, in this American
republic, then you are affected by the
Vietnam war. Of course, you say, " I know
that , but what can I do ," Who wants to
listen to a lot of bullshit anyway, I hear
enough of it in class, so I'll make use of this
time off-to (fill in the blanks) take it easy,
earn some money."
Are these the words of pessimists,
apathetic c itizens, the non-committal
student? Or a_re these YOUR words?
In the words
most concerned
this opportunity
important issue
action."

of President Weiss : "We are
whether people will take
to critically deal with this
and a chance for positive

Again , we quote : " It is a cha nce for a ll
to re-examine values and opinions about the
war."
Dr. Weiss and the Board of Trustees, the
Vietnam
Moratorium Committee. the
involved faculty and studen ts of Newark
State CoUege do consider October 15th as an
educational experience. They differ with the
headline in the Elizabeth Daily Journal
which stated "Newark State to Suspend
Classes for Vietnam Protest." If th e
opportunity for open dialogue to be offered
on October 15th, is a protest, th en so be it.
We will not quibble with semantics.

But , can you learn anything from this
opportunity for dialogue?
Have you formed immutable , undefiable
opinions about the war?
Or, have you , like many of us , read the
death tolls and the obituaries attributed to
this war , but are unsure to the advocacy of
( I ) either remaining in Nam or (2)
withdrawing immediately or (3) withdrawing
slowly but surely.
According to the National Vietnam
Moratorium Committee , in Wa shington ,
Newa rk State Co ll ege was the third Coll ege
in the U.S . (Over 300 colleges will
participate in this Moratorium day) to cancel
classes on October 15th . The trustees of our
institution consider this moratorium day of
sufficient educational value to warrant
classes to be suspended.

Newark State differs from th e editor of
the SUNDAY NEWS who stated in a
Sunday's editoria l that "A moratorium is a
period of delay, and the only thing that is
being delayed is th e ed ucation of the
s tude nts involved. " Th e ed itorial criticized Ed. Note : Due to an error, Ken
Rutger's suspension of classes. (Rutgers was Wilsons' byline was ommitted on
the first campus to do so.)
the above-mentioned article. This
article was actually an
Have you forgotten, or will you ·opinionated _column
remember. on October 15th, that our
country is a democracy whose very power
lies in the hands of its citizens.
Will you accept your power as a citizen? To the Editor:
Will you be there on October 15th, to learn
Students at Newark State
about the Vietnam war - "to critica lly deal persistently complain of our lack
with the issue."
of programs and activities for
If you aren't here on October 15, then them. They constantly compare
us to larger schools with larger
the SUNDAY NEWS will be right.
budgets an d facilities and say why
Its all up to YOU.
can't we have what they do. This
year Finance Board gave the
College Center Boar d an
unprecedented budget of over
$35,000.00. This increased budget

C.C.B.

is allowing the board to increase
activities and bring to the school
more of what the students want.
On October 4, the board will
present its first major production,
TOM PAINE. This play previously
directed by Tom O'Horgan of
HAIR , is on its first college tour.
Newark State College has the
distinction of being the first
school to receive TOM PAINE . It
will probably have the distinction
of being the only school to have a
poor turnout.
TOM PAINE is an excellent
play which warrants the
attendance of all STUDENTS and
FACULTY members. The charge
of $ 1.00 per ticket does not seem
extremely high. It is a very small
charge considering the type of
entertainment we will receive .
What we choose for the 1971
year will be based upon the
interest which is shown this year.
If the students and faculty
members are uninterested , then
we shall drop our drama series for
next year.
I am appalled by the lack of
support students and faculty are
showing towards this play . If you
fai l to see TOM PAINE you are
only depriving yourself.
If TOM PAINE fails, I do not
in tend to ~up port any more
theatre grou1,, . You can all go to
New York or Seton Hall and pay
your $5.00 to $7.00 per ticket,
because apparently you prefer to
pass up the quality entertainment
inexpensively offered right under
your nose .
Don Merce , Chairman
College Center Board

Moratoriu.m
To the Editor:
In the September 25th edition
of the Independent , Alpha Sigma
Mu was quoted a5 being 100% in
favor of the War Memorial
Service. This statement is
incorrect, as the Brotherhood of
the fraternity has committed itself
to the War Memorial Service
honoring the men who have given
their lives in Viet Nam. All other
services and workships will be
entere d on an individual basis, and
the Greek letters will not be used
in the ceremony following the
(Continued on Page I I)
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Upon Reading The Saber

A Lesson:

Surrender Of Self

Tooth Curriculum

By Charles W. Backman
Upon reading The Saber-Tooth
Curriculum my immediate desire
was to prance through Willis Hall
pushing Tequilla Daisies. (My
fond hope is that they become the
opiate of the NEA.) I speak not as
some deluded head but as a
college senior who has a desire to
think and spt:3k and teach and
indeed live as an individual in
society.
J. Abner Peddiwell has become
the Guru of our cult - the
"turned on teacher." (my own
quote) Before you call the narcos,
I talk of a new high - a new
hallucogen - called reality . As
students we have never seen the
real wo rld or been forced to exis t
out side the protective car-e of the
home-school confinement. As one

who has been on the other side
and returned I ask all those about
to be parolled to review their
education to date. Have we been
trained to do? To perform? Or to
think of a way to do? to react to a
performance?
It is my feeling that we have
been programmed to acquire facts
and dates, to follow established
and time proven (sic) patterns and
most of all to avoid "the socially
disapproved practice of thinking."
With this training th e teacher is
unprepared to teach or work for a
living. For the first time in
twenty-one years you will be
forced to think . Each new day in
a classroom is new - different an d
not covered in last year's Ed Psych
book . Has any course ever taught
you what to say durin g lun ch to

your principal , a fellow teacher ,
or heaven forbid an enraged
parent? What do You plan to tell
your class about God, The USA,
Chicago, Viet Nam. Sex, Drugs,
Life?
No one has all or possibly any
answers so why hassle your head?
Read and learn from one of the
many prophets seeking to help
YOU out today and the day after.
Do not preserve the "artifacts" of
our present system but encourage
ere a tivity and though t which is
the key to reality. Be indepen dent
within the system and devise new
ways to make the world real to
yourself and your students . ...
. . . the re st is up to you .. .
I' m high on a Tequilla Daisy .. .

by Marla Coben
The gong chimed.
"Aaaahhhmmmmmm," dron ed
the congregation within the
current of a universally exhaled
breath. All eyes were closed.
When did the sound end?
The chime regenerated as all
inhaled together. And then,
"Aaaahhmmmmm," vibrating,
resounding, fading - but still
somehow there.
Silence. (Or was it?)
"Let the soun ds play with your
eardrums. Don't even listen : but
rather hea r. Let your thoughts
fl ow as they will - even if you
should think in words, try to hear
them as ·sounds: for what are
words, but sounds? Yes , yes, yess,
yess, yess, yesss, yesss, ycsssss."

On October 15, 1969, Newark State College will program activities in memory of those Americans
who have died in Vietnam.
Classes will be suspended so All Students and Faculty will be able to attend the day's program.

The activities will include:
eA memorial service conducted by local clergymen.
eAguestspeake~

(Western psychology calls this the
"satiation phenomenon" . .. . and
it wasn't long before the sound
became a meaningless, hypnotic
noise)"... . don't attempt to
identify or name whatever you do
hear. ... "
Last Wednesday evening, a
church on 76th Street in New
York City was transformed into
an Oriental Temple. Leading the
congregation was a bearded man,
robed in a kimono; a theologian,
philosopher, and author known as
Alan W. Watts. His service
consisted of a most unusual
se rmon - hardly any words al all.
Yet it laste d two hours , for Watts
was conveying an idea that had to
b e experienced rather than
explained or even demonstrate d
to be understoo d . In lndia it is
referred to as Yoga , in China , Zen
- and in the Western world , it is
labell ed , somewhat hapazardly ,
" medi at ion ". It seems that
Occidental culture has all but
obliterated this concept by
1egarding it as synonymous to
such names as "contemplation"
and "thinking" - but actually ,
Yoga or Zen entails a cleansing of
the mind of all thought - like
thosy logical abstractions ,
conventiona l classifications,
memories of the p ast ,
expectations or aspirations for the
future, that Western Man so
lavishly entertains - until even
the idea of the present, NOW
(which only exists in evanescent
relation

• Various workshops conducted by members of our

faculty

administration, and students.

Included in the topics are:

"The Impotency of Power"
"Rehabilitation of Returning Veterans

Problems

of Participation''
"-The Paris Negotiations"
"The Ind ividual Personality and the War"
• Poetry readings.
• Guerrilla Theater performances.
If you are in~erested in participating in any of the above act ivities or have talent in some related area,
please fill in the following form and return it to the Public Relations Office, Townsend Hall - T 207.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE MORATORIUM COMMITTEE
Name .. .... ...... ...... .................. ....... ...................... .................... .......... ,. Phone No . .................... ... .......... ...
Address .. ........ .. ................. .... ... ...... ..... ... ..... .. ... ....... ... :.. ... ................ ....... .. ...... .. .. ... . Box No ......... ......... .
Organizational Affiliation ..... ... .. .. ..... .......................... .. .. ........... ............ .... ... .. ...... ................ ........... .... ... .
I am particularly interested in: ........ ..Memorial Service ... ....... Workshops ...... .... Poetry Readings
..... ..... Guerrilla Theater .. ........ Leaflets
.. ... .....Other (specify) .. ... ..... .... ........ ... ..... .... :. ·····:· ········ ·.···· ······· ·· ······ ········ :~,;.;.;··· ·· ···· ···· ·· ··· ··· ·· ···· ··· ~···· ·····

to

past

an d

fu ture,

anyway) - the very concept of
TJME - dissolves , and the mind is
left with an overwhelming
sensation of BEING, endlessne ss,
All-ls-Oneness.
Do these words of mine
exhilarate you with that Zen
feeling all over, right now? Of
course not. (I don ' t have it like I
did for a while last night , either.)
And so Watts said comparatively
little .
"You all KNOW wh at reality is
- you just can't SAY it , that's
all ."
Ever had an insight that
thrilled you until you tried to
express it? Chase after a Vision
and it flees . Worry, and you
become more vulnerable. Yet the
very nature of the Occidental
spirit clings to verbal symbols,
confusing them with the things
they represent, burying sensations
under conceptions, analyses and
definitions. A perpetual inner
turmoil between the "I" and the

" me".
Watts struck a gourd again and
again . It had a curiously rich,
hollow sound - " .. .. designed to
teace your mind into not
thinking . ... " The congregation
seemed to succumb to the
pleasantly redundant vibrations,
blad to be released from the
Weste Whirlpool for awhile ....
then se"i1e£al loud, sustained gong
chimes~ . Silence again? . .. .
No , air, clothes, and bones were
making noise in the course of
their motion ...
Intermission (!) struck me as
being a rather strange
phenomenon in this context.
More
intricate
"thought-distractions" followed .
These were the mantras , or
repeated chants, the simplest of
(Continued on Page 9) ·
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Music:

ffSorry, No In
This is a new column . It should
be appearing weekly , but I might
miss a couple weeks here and
there due t o important even ts
such as an Iro n Butterfly-Duprees
concert, a speech by President
Nixon, or a campus I.D. secu rity
check.
Now tha t the formalities a re
over, let's say why the column is
simple calle d " Mu sic". This is due
to the fac t tha t rock has fina lly
been accep ted by the world as
music , if not the mos t important
and influential form of music.
This discovery has been made ten
or fi ftee n years too late , but what
can o ne do? Be ove rjoyed tha t
this acceptance has taken place.
Now everytime you play your
w orn - out re c ordin g o f
" Satisfa<.:tion ," you ' re going to be
" in". Oh , groovy , fa b, and gear!
Well , as I mentioned, it wasn"t
always in. It was far from that .in
19 55 when a record called
" Maybelline " c a ught the
country ' s kids by storm and went
to the top of the charts. "Johnny
B. Goode" or " School Days"'
weren' t in either - but it was
good mu sic - damn . good . And
the man who pu t it all down was
Chuck Berry . (No , Chuck does
n ot in clud e '' ln-A -G a dd aDa-Vita" in his repetoire.)
Chuc k has bee n reco rding since

- A-

1 95 5 . His newest a lbum ,
"Concerto in B. Goode ," is a great
album that shows off his great
blues-rock guitar work that has
made him o ne of the " main-men"
of guitar. Eric Clapto n , Keith
R ic h a rd , e t c., were playing
Ch uck' s riffs even before they
conceived of play ing there own.
But "Concer to .. .. " is no t the
album I wish to discuss. An earlier
al bum released in ea rly 1967
en title d "Chuck Berry ' s Golde n
Decade" (C hess 1524D) contains
j ust wha t it says - ten years of
Berry - from " Maybelline" to
" No Particular Place to Go ." Te n
years of the best Rock N' R oll
you could find . It is a do uble
album - twe nty- fo ur songs in all
- but it could have bee n much
larger. Be rry co uld have included
al m os t every track he eve r
recorded in those te n years.
In cl uded , among others, arc
' · Maybe ll ine ," " Johnny B.
Goode ," " Brow n-Eyed Hand some
Man ," "Roll Over Beethoven ,"
" No Par ticular Place To Go ,"
" Memphis," " School D ays," " Too
Much Monkey Business," " Yo u
Can' t Catch Me ," " Sweet Little
16," etc . e tc. They a re the o riginal
recordings that influe nce d so
ma ny perfo rme rs: the S tones,
Bea tles, Animals, Johnny Rivers ,
Kin ks and many, ma ny mo re.

Pisces:

Your Friendly Urban
Neighborhood Vigila nte
Newa rk is normall y an ex citing
city, but during the pas t year it
has even become more ex cit ing
due to t he in stalla lio n o r a
night-t ime pa rty gro up in the
Vail sburg area. Since there a rc no t
too many regu la r parties, this
gro up of vigilant eager men wit h
such inven tive li ttle mind s make
their own . O ne o f the fa vo rite
past-times is to ride arou nd in a
m o nm o uth se d a n to ge ther ,
holding hand s and drinking
a
left-over fli ng fro m their innocent
boyhood days. Once the ball is
rnlling they wish to ins till their
l' 1t"t Jn ded fe ars in the tired , wary
p~o ple o f Newark . Since the night
is black and they are afraid o f the
night and negroes are black , they
a re af r aid of negroes, an d
especially at nigh t! One of the
reasons fo r their pa! ties is to ease
their mind. How do they do this?
By using clubs, their fist s, and by
screaming o bscenities and threa ts.
Of course! What o ther way is
there to re lain your security?
Some times these m en like to
pretend . One of thei r favorite
games is to pretend they are a
safe ty squad. Every squadron
needs a captain to call buddy
check , so they have to have a
leader. A gentleman named Phony
Vigilante is party head . Of course ,
in order to be elected to this
p osition t h e re are certain
requirements. One is to be able- to
terrify people . There is a trick to
this naturally . One doesn' t run
aroun d shouting boo! One mu st
be very grotesque-looking with a
smile that o nly a mother could
love. This par ty leader makes his

co ho rt s reel as if the y arc all
mo thers. This is due to excess
hu gging and ki ssing. (N a tu ra lly,
they love hi s smile.)
Other try to imita te but can
never duplica te such a pu blic
figure . He is the lil"e of the party.
1f the re is ano ther festivity going
on and he is not invited , everyone
will soon be liquida ted . Signs a rc
posted up all th ro ugh Newa rk
abo ut ho w sincere he is about his
jokes. One o f his favo rite j okes is
tha t he will rid Newark of all,
black people. So me pe ople will
promise an y thing to in sure tribal
fame !

Fresh Air
Radio

(Continued fro m Page 3)
repor t is due in two weeks which
will be pre sented to C.C.B . on
th ese ma tters.
WF AR-FM' s aim is to be of
service to the community and
school. The statio n will probably
need some $ 15 ,000 to ge t set up .
But, just as important , it needs
your support. The movement is
growing rapidly in supp ort of
WF AR. Attendance has tripled in
recently at the weekly meetings.
If anyone is interested in
helpin g Newark State invade the .
sound waves, wande r down to the
candy stand nea r the snack bar
( this is where Frank and Co . are
b roa d casting from now) .
Desperately needed is a fi rst class
engineer. Newark State can build
itself a radio station , but only if
you care enough to lay the
foundation .

Oct. 2, 1969

Triumph Of The Master
Gadda ..... ''
Father & Sons
Berry 's ly rics are amo ng the
grea test in rock . They are ve ry
simple but so , so real. He is the
only guy ( with the exce ptio n of
Ray Davies of the Kinks) who can
sing about sea t belts, hamburgers,
or Cuba and be convincing.
Berry has recen tly bee n doing
the touring circuit and h as bee n
s tealing the sh ow from the
top-billed performers. He puts on
one of the best shows in the
business. People at Newark Sla te
will b e graced with the
opportunity to see this master a t
wo rk some time later this year, as
he has bee n booked he re fo r a
c o nc e rt. Un fo rtunat ely , Al
Koope r and his 4,000 piece army
will also be on the bill , but if you
can keep bu sy while he's o n wi th
a crosswo rd puzzle o r laughing a t
the Daily News edito rial page, yo u
will be rewarded fo r yo ur courage
by Chuck Be rry .
" Hail , hail R ock and Roll ,
Deliver me from the days of old ,
Long live Rock an d Roll ,
The bea t of the d rums, loud and
bold ,
.
Rock , rock , R ock and Roll ,
T he feeling is the re , body and
soul. " *
A true p rophe t.
*From "School Days ."

Ve t e r an r eco rd p roducer
Marshal Chess has presented the
reco rd buying public with a
miles tone in music . His new , two
record set " Fath ers & Sons" is the
most uniq ue record concep t ever
at temp ted in blues. The cover has
Michelangelo's painting of God
reaching o ut to to uch Adam . In
this painting, howeve r, God is
black and Adam white . I n esse nce,
that's the album , the black
masters of blues pe rfo rmi ng with
the..ir y o ung white offspring.
Chess has ma naged to ge t the
crea m of the c rop ( courtesy of
different reco rd companies to
w h o m h is p e r f o r m e r s a re
contracted to. ) His impressive list
o f musicians includes Muddy
Wat e r s, Otis S p a hn , Mike
Bl oo mfie ld , Paul Butterfield .
Do nald " Duck " Dunn, Sam Lay ,
and Buddy Mites . With a group
like this, it can only be taken for
granted that this is an outstanding
piece of music work manship .
What can I say abo u t Muddy
Wate rs? Fantastic? No, tha t really
doesn' t do him jus tice . When he
comes out on stage (parts of the
al bum we re reco rded live a t the
S up e r Cos mi c J o y-Sco ut
Jambo ree) the audience becomes
pa rt of the music. He has them

singing with him in " Got My Majo
Wo rking" . Buddy Miles appears.
Wa ters begins again , faster. The
audience is electric. T he record
comes alive. Waters is the driving
fo rce .
The entire collection of songs
on " Fathers & Sons" is like that.
The blues is here in all its glory . I t
moans , it c rie s, it laughs, it jumps,
sh ou ts, moves . The blues is
Mu ddy Waters singing about his
" Long Distance Call". It' s Michael
Bloomfield and Paul Butterfield
playing their guts out toge ther.
It ' s Otis Spahn saying aft erward s,
" I've bee n pl ay ing blues a lo ng
time , but tha t's the first time 1
really felt them ."
This collec tion has got to be
the bes t thin g th a t' s happe ned to
the record industry in a long time .
Bloomfield said it was the closest
th at anyo ne has eve r come to the
original Muddy Waters band . Th e
entire alb um is a triumph of the
master, Waters.
Wha t more can I say? If you
love the blues, buy " Fathers &
Sons". If you don' t, you '11 be
missing o ut on the experience of a
life time .
( P .S . O n b e half of the
blues-freaks of the wo rld , I salute
you , Mr. Chess .)

Cream And Byrds Split
by Ga ry W. Rozzo
It seems th a t every fe w mo nths
a gro up o f eno rmo us tale nt breaks
up . The Crea m and the Byrds h ave
now become influences on new
imd upcoming sounds a nd have
split up in other directions to
fo rm Blind Faith , The Flying
Burrito Bro the rs and Crosby,
S tills an d Nash .
Blin d Faith , alth ough sounding
like the Cream in many ways, has
b een r eceive d wi t h grea t
en thusiasm by most FM liste ne rs
an d is becomi ng inc reasingly
popular with album sales soaring
to th e to p o f the charts. The four
mu sicians in the group a re Eric
Clapto n, Steve Winw? od , Ginger

Baker an d Rick Grech . I ca n' t
possibly choose a favorite cut on
the album BLIND FAITH , (Atco
Reco rds, SD 33-304B) because
the en tire album is ex celle n t.
PR EF LYTE , is an album
co mp il ation o f five-year-old
Byrd s,' songs containing one of
Dylan's hit s, Mr. Tambourine
Man . If you enj oy hearing the
beginning sound s of a po pular
gro up yo u will probably wan t to
hea r PREF LYT E .
Th e Rolling St o nes revisit with
THROUGH THE PAST DARKLY
H o nky Tonk Wo man , Ruby
T uesday , J umping Jack Flash ,
Street Fighting Man , Paint It
Black , Dan delion and five other

hits are contained in this album .
You won ' t J,ave any trouble
finding it because the al bum is
sliced into an octago n sh ape.
(C o ntinued on Page 8)

A LONG PULL

Before or After
your Greek meeting go to!

Ceram i's
Sandwich & Pizza
Restaurant
MAX I CANVAS . ... . .$30.
sizes 3 -15 brown , red, black

1561 Morris Avenue, Union, N. J.

MA X I CRINKLED PATENT .$40.
sizes 3 -15 brown ,red,blac k

!You'll pray for rain- Both
Max's are water repellentl

( Opp. Holy Spirit Church)

I enclose $30 . Send me Maxi
Ca nvas In size ..•. in cclor •. ..

Buy first pizza at regular

.
pnce,
.

buy secon d o ne at half pnce

Open 7: 30 A.M.

687-5111

I enclose $40 . Send me Maxi
Crink led Pat.,nt
size., • .•. colo r: . . .. . .. .• .
My money will be refunded
if not satisfied .
Please add $1 .00 for hand ling charge.
·

~-

' 23 SCOTLAND RD.
SOUTH ORANGE , N . J. 07040
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Oliver W. Winters; President, Collegians For Black Action
Oliver W. Winters graduated
from Essex Catholic High in 1968.
Since coming to Newark State he
has been quite active in the area
of Black student recruitment and
involvement, recently being
elected the new president of
C .B.A ., Collegians For Black
Action. In the following interview
he explains his views on various
aspects of the campus, centering
mainly on the position of the
black student and black-white
relationships .
OLIVER W. WINTERS
INDEPENDENT - How do you
view the black-white situation on
campus?
WI TERS
This year and last
Oliver W.
year seem to be pretty much the
same, in so far that we are about C.B.A.? Do you think that
witnessing the polarization of they are aware of what it is?
different gro ups on campus. But WINTERS - I don't think that
as far as the affect this has had on most of them know what it is . It
us, I think it has been would be good. however, if they
instrumental in get ting the black did .
students together in a unified INDEPENDENT - Well . what
manner.
exactly are your goals? ...
INDEPENDENT - How do you
WINTERS
To unify and recruit
think most white students feel black students. I think that this

Winters.

helps to widen the overall scope
of the college. We are trying to
make the college more relevant to
blacks by bringing in various
cultural affair projects .
INDEPENDENT - How about
working with the white student.
Doe this fit into your plans ,
either as a short or long range
goal?

WINTERS - Yes. It is not you answer charges that the
actually a direct goal, but it is one establishment of a ' quota system'
way by which we can get things or any type of such disadvantage
we want. Our main goal is to recruitment is actually just a form
unify and recruit black students. of counter-racism?
INDEPENDENT - Don't you WINTERS - Again , I must fall
think that many black and white back to what the College is
students are more or less trying to supposed to be. If it is an
get the same things, and wouldn't institution of teaching and
doing it together get tl1em a little learning to deal with real-life
quicker?
problems then it must become
WINTERS - If you are talking concerned with the problems of
about changes, such as getting the the community.
administration to see the stu dent
This College is nor relevent to
viewpoint on certain issues , yes, the black community. If this
both black and whites are really were a vehicle of higher
then
the
concerned in the same area. education,
However, being realistic , it will administration should want
probably take a '¥bile before we black-white relationships to be a
can actually work together.
1uajor issue.
INDEPENDENT
How about INDEPENDENT - What would
C.B.A.'s position on campus. How you say are your major o~stacles
come you chose not to receive on campus?
Student Organization Funds?
WINTERS - The existing 'proper
WINTERS
Actually , we didn't procedures'. When you go to the
choose not to . We arc. by administration with a proposal ,
definit ion, a special interest group the first thing they do is to pass
and therefore are not eligible.
the buck.
However. C.B .A. goes farther INDEPENDENT - How do you
than just special interest. We deal feel about white tutorial groups,
directly with the entire scope of such as S.C.A.T .E.?
the college. We are not just WINTERS
I haven't given
another organization: we deal S.C.A.T.E. any thought. ft is
directly with the necessities on supposed to deal in ghetto
campus.
si tuatio ns. If it wan ts to help in
INDEPENDENT - What do vou this area , it sh o uld approach some
feel the administration should be of our members .
doing concerning the field of INDEPENDENT
Would you
black-white relationships?
consider working with S.C.A.T.E.
WINTERS
If they are really if a large-scale tutorial-ghetto
concerned , then they will try to program were made a reality?
break down the polarization on
campu s and make the college WINTERS - Yes, because you
more relevant lo the commu nit y. see, in an organization such as
Newark Sta te is situa ted right ourselves, one of our major goals
by two major black areas: Newark is to assist black stu dents. We feel
and Eliza beth. So far ve ry little that black college students
shouldn't forget their community ,
has been done in establishing
they should return lo develop it.
more black oriented affairs.
INDEPENDENT
How about
How would
IND EPENDENT
(Continued on Page 8 )

''Live And Well''
B.B. King
SATURN
57 Main St.

Millburn, N.J.

Imported suits from
Holland , Sweden and
France .
Boots from
England and Italy
Belled trousers
From all over
the earth.

By Richard Mack
B.B. King's latest album " Live
and Well" epitomizes all tl1at is
urban blues . His playing has never
been more technically beautiful,
a'nd his singing ha s never been
more viable.
The " Live" part of the album
was recorded at the Village Gate
in ea rly March . All the audible
excitement of a live performance
is recreated. His playing " live" is
always bette r, as can be heard on
his album "Live at the Regal",
recorded in 1963.
On " Live", he pl ays two of his
old numbers "Don't Answer the
Door" and "Sweet 1=,ittle Angel",
as they have never been played

before. The other cuts are not
very outstanding in themselves,
but B.B. generates hi own brand
of excitement in them .
The " Well" side is good. The
back-up band provides a strong,
moving beat , while B.B. amply
handles the vocals and
instrumentals. This side include s
his "hit" songs " Why I Sing the
Blues" and " I Want You so Bad"
( which , unfortunately, coulqn't
hack the " bubble-gum and sugar"
heard on A.M . radio.)
This album draws B.B. King
closer and closer to fame in the
realm of p op music. Hopefully, he
will not be pressured into
commercialization an d lose the
Blues ~_tyle he has fostered.

Carnival organizational meeting ;;f riday Oct. 3, ·
Sloan Lounge 6:00 p.m.
Representatives from all fraternities, sororities &
clubs please attend.
Anyone

interested

committee is invited.

in

working

on

Carnival
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N.E.A. Endorses Idea Student Profiles
Oliver
Of Year-Round School
Throughout the n a tion ,
expensive buildings stand idle and
shuttered. Midsummer is a good
time to ask: Why not have school
I 2 months a year?
Proposals for year-round
school have been heard with
increasing frequency since the
nation ' s classroom shortage
became acute in the early I 950's
Now the National Education
Assn. - which represent over a
million American public school
teachers - has endorsed the idea.
An agric ultura l economy
shaped the American school year.
Farms could not spare children
during planting , cultivating, and
harvesting.
Although urban influences
have lengthened the American
school year, it remains one of the
shortest in the world. China has
school 252 days a year; Russia,
230 days. A study of 5 I nations
shows that only Ecuador with 170
days and Italy with I 54 have
shorter school years than the U.S.
The most common 23-month
proposals call for three or four
terms a year, with one-week
vacations between terms . Some
would keep all students in every
term. Others would assign
students one vacation term per
year.
The oldest plan is to add a
summer session to the usual
school year. In New Jersey, many
school districts have already done
exactly that.
The most difficult proposal to
implement is the year-round
school with no fixed terms. The
student , working individually in
"continuous-progress" programs,
could leave school whenever his
family wanted to take a vacation.
Year-round schools would
bring wide benefits. Stu den ts
could graduate sooner. Teachers
could work 12 months with no
more summer layoffs. The public
might not have to build so many
classrooms to house growing
numbers of students. Business and
industry could face the summer
no longer handicapped by heavy
worker vacations.
The year-round school would
decrease loss of learning over the
summer. The new term could
t, :gi'l with fresh work rather than
r.· view and reteaching.
How eve r, the year-round
school is not without critics.
Some think longer schooling
might increase harmful pressures
on youth. Resorts fear loss of
business. Some administrators say
summ er is needed for

mainten ance and repair of school
(Continued from Page 7)
are beginning to stick together.
buses, buildin gs, and equipment. C.B.A.'s relationship with Student Some teacher's want to help,
Parents object if their children Org.?
others coul dn 't give a damn one
have to take an arbitrarily WINTERS
This year, we have way or another. But those that
assigned vacation. It might not been getting in touch with them. fall into the second category
coincide with the family's But last year, we were never couldn't give a damn about white
vacation plans. Worse , within the informed.
students , either.
same family, children might be INDEPENDENT
What do you INDEPENDENT - How does
assigned different vacation feel about the appointment of the
C .B.A. fit into the athletic
periods.
C.B .A. representative 'ex-officio to picture?
Year-round schools would not the Student Org. executive board?
WINTERS
We have plenty of
necessarily save taxpayer money. WINTERS
Beautiful. If talent. This year we will start
To be habitable in summer , anything, it should help close the
football , and hope to play various
existing buildings would have to gap . Bo th grou ps should profit
fraternity squads .
be air-conditioned. In a longer from it. Student Org. will educate
INDEPENDENT - How do you
yea r , opera tin g costs would them by working with a member feel about your relationship to
inevitably increase .
from C.B .A. , and the black fraternities?
One unan swe red que stion is student will educate himself to
how colleges would cooperate. political policy of Student Org.
WINTERS - I haven't given them
Wo uld a student graduating after INDEPENDENT - How about any thought whatsoever.
lhc first quarter in November have the black-white discussion groups INDEPENDENT - Would you
consi d er C.B.A. sort of a
lo wait until the followin g which were held last year?
September to enroll?
WINTERS -- Most people I talked fraternity?
The final decision will be made to considered them instrumental WINTERS - In the aspect of
by the ge neral public. If people in getting inside the problem. To social unity , cultural and social
become convi11ccd that those that were involved , it has dialogue , and lectures, yes.
INDEPENDENT - How much
year-round schools would improve helped improve their ou tlouk.
American education
and if they INDEPENDENT - How about help has the O.E.O . (Office of
arc ·willing to forego the the classroom attitude , in relation Ecu11umic Opportunity) program
been in helping the recruitment of
traditional summer vacation to the black student?
schools will stay open 12 months WINTERS - I don ' t think there black students?
a year. Otherwise , the traditional has been any real change in the WINTERS - They have been very
year will persist.
classroom. Some black students instrumental in educating blacks

"What?"

'' A Review
The ''Ze bra,
By Ed Naha
his piece, states that "Zebra"
Last week I picked up an issue abhors inadvertant omissions as
of Newark State's official much as it abhors censorship.
underground newspaper, ''Zebra." Fearing that the Independent
"The Zebra," describes its might not publish that portion of
purpose as being an outlet for the interview, "Zebra" will.
criticism against
the
In reply to a question regarding
Establishment. I was interested "Zebra," John Freeman said that
about all this until I read that a new newspaper was needed
"Zebra's .. idea of the because there is no objective news
Establishment was Newark State, media on campus. A new
the Ind ependent , and the publication would give a different
government. Suddenly I found View of "what's happening."
The reason I find this funny is
myself in the same category as
that John's insinuation about the
Spiro Agnew .
I read the entire paper and inadvertancy of this omission
came lo the conclusion that it was smacks of deliberate censorship.
a nice effort. but it really didn't May I say that this is total
serve any purpose. As a matter of bullshit. I am rather sick of people
fact , a few things in the " Zebra" around this campus whimpering
could fall under the heading of about the strict censorship on the
''trivial poop."
Independent. This newspaper is
Probably the thing I was most open to anyone and everyone who
amused at was an article wants to use it. If you want to say
" lnadvertant Omission ('?)" by something, express an opinion,
John Freeman. As most of you write an article and submit it to
recall, John was the subject of a any one of the staff. There are no
Student Profile in the rules or regulation s about content
Independent a few issues ago. It matter. The Inde pendent, of
seems that a question and answer course, has the right to edit or
was omitted from his article and delete because of available space,
he smells foul play afoot. John, in but if no one tries, how do they

After Class, After ,Dance,, After Date

GEORGE'S
Restaurant &Lo unge

featuring: Giant Sized Hot Dogs
Burgers
Luncheon

W. Winters

Steamed Clams

k.now their article won't get in?
As for the lines being omitted
from John's article, that same
issue I had lines deleted from one
of my articles and there was a
small chunk missing, from the
editorial page. This happens
constantly , in that the articles are
sent in their entirety to the
printers but manage to come back
in somewhat of a state of
dis-repair. ( Last year I had three
paragraphs lost in one issue!) If
Mr . Freeman still feels his
opinions are being suppressed, let
him take it up with our printer
and not the staff.
It would seem to me that the
purpose of an underground ·paper
is to print the news that the
"establishrnen t press" will not.
There was not one article in the
"Zebra" that could not be run in
this paper. (Albeit, some of the
articles would have seemed a bit
dull , but they wouldn't have been
refused becaus e of content
matter.) l s this censorship?
I know someone has just lept
to his or her feet yelling, "Aha! I
bet they wouldn't have printed
Marvin's article!" (That's the one
that had the naughty word in it.)
Alright , for all you people who
enjoy reading latrine walls, here
you are: SHlT ... FUCK .. . Now
if you wish to enlarge this page to
an 8" by 10" glossy, you may.
It would seem that "The
Zebra" is up at arms about a lot
of things. I'm with them on most
counts (as a matter of fact o n all
coun ts but one.)
I would just like · to state

Jumbo Shrimp
2258 Morris Avenue, Union, N.J. 686-1200

BILLY

LINDA

"nice things"
A Boutique with the
"Now" Fashions for Her
1201 EAST GRAND ST.
.ELIZABETH, N.J .

Cassidy's
Style
Revealed
by George Juchnevicius

(Continued on Page 9)

Dinner

and aiding black-white discussion
groups.
INDEPENDENT - What specific
programs does C.B.A. plan to
institute this year?
WINTERS - We plan to increase
the number of cultural affairs
programs , lectures, and enter the
field of social and community
work. We would also like to set up
some kind of financial
aid-scholarship program.
INDEPENDENT
Are you
optimistic of the direction C.B.A.
is taking?
WINTERS - Yes . This years
C.B.A. is a new crop of
intellectually-minded black
students that can get down to
hard work in order to get a
specific goal. These students know
what they want and they are
young adults who don ' t play
around. If they set out to do a
job , they will get it done. This will
be the strongest year for C.B.A.

355-2444

Ever since musical groups have
been in existance the bass players
have been in the background, kept
well out of th<:: public eye. Most
of them deserve 10 be there , since
they usually fall into the catagory
of fair to lousey . Don't get me
wrong, there are goo d bass players
and even great ones, but they are
relatively un-noticed. Probably
the greatest and the most
unheralded is Jack Cassidy of the
Jefferson Airplane ( which by the
way is one of America's greatest
groups.)
I will now procede to describe
Mr. Cassidy's style . It really can't
be placed in one catagory, such as
rock or blues, etc. Cassidy is
simply Cassidy . He weaves a
pattern around a song instead of
following the structure of a song.
The best example of his work can
be found in the "After Bathing at
Baxter's album. Cassidy
repeatedly takes solos which defy
description. He does not play
exceedingly fast, but his playing is
exceedingly beautiful. His timing
is different than the material he
plays with, but the two beats
blend rather than clash with each
other. He complements the song,
playing counter to the melody
which gives it a different
dimension , a different feeling.
Cassidy cannot be described ,
but rather should be listened to.
He plays for, by and with the
group, projecting the airplane far
into tl:ie top class of music today .

Split
(Continued from Page 6)
The Doors/The Soft Parade , is
unmistakenly in the doors " bag"
with Jim Morrison freaking out in
the title song Soft Parade . The
SQngs are typically Doors with a
different sound in part of
Running' Blue . All Doors addicts
should be interested in this album
because it contains a few of the
Doors' recent hits.
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Analysis:

Marburger Asked To Resign

The Computer
By Joan Petty
DEMAND: Finish these lists :
a) I do drink , sleep ... and be
·merry.
b) I can read , write ...

JUSTIF .ICATION : Well ,
computer analysis reveals that you
enjoy apricot leather, but despise
a p ricots .(Another accurate
processing by the IBM 11 30
residing at Willis.) But I assume
you demonstrated one of the
three following realistic reactions:
I . You obligingly listed your
attributes, i.e. , social activities ,
community involvement, and
other noteworthy brownie
points.
2. You rummaged through
your memory for some
examples of plausible DO'S
and CAN'S - Jf time of search
exceeded one second, ADMIT

IT!
You just DON 'T and CAN'T.
3. Ahhh , you wise ones who
omitted the ridiculous
question, but continued the
article to see what my point is
STOP HERE - You'll receive
total frustration.
Who's left? Thanks, for you
my communication is the lyric
phrase: "Antipathy towards
apathy".
Who's left?
So , now
command, plead , beg, borrow,
and steal your bewildered body
(with a total neglect of
enthusiasm and concern) to go
immediately to Student Center
and perform the following works
of ardent involvement:

Crystal
Clear
(Continued from Page 3)
Our administration truthfully
speaks of Student Power at
Newark Stale . Then why did we
wake up one morning to find the
fence erec te d. Or were a few
carefully-chosen Uncle Tom
students involved ithe decision .. .
Gerry Farber speakers of
Students as Niggers. Well, here at
Newark State we have our very
own plantation.

Page 9

I. Join the English, Science,
and Drama Clubs .
2. Become cha irman of two
committees in Student
Government .
3. Perform volunteer tasks in
the community.
4 . Attempt to become an
Assistant Editor of the

INDEPENDENT.
5. And fulfill yourself as an
exhausted , incompetent fool
(Propriety prevents .. )
Are none of the above
appealing enough? You can resort
to the cure-all attitude dominate
now (which requires a minimum
of physical exJ1ertion) and
provides sa lv ation from
indifference : End the Viet Nam
war.
Haven' t made a decision yet?
Well, contemplate your alternative
then , NOTHING. Today and
tomorrow involve nothing. (Jf you
really want to feel you've
achieved something, think of
yesterday's nothing.) Would you
care for a game of "Nothing" with
a tense score of 0-0 , or meditating
on the controversial topic of
nothing, perhaps reading
EVERYTHING on NOTHING .
always voting nothing in
government, helping NO ONE,
tutoring in the difficult subject of
nothing, and the most appealing
and convenient - TALKING
NOTHING, (You may keep your
offer of reusable blades .)
As a minor compensation for
your time, I can only suggest that
you read the following q uote:
(Credit Thucydides for his Report
of Pericles' Funeral Oration .)
"The great impediment to
action is ... not discussion, but
the want of that knowledge which
is gained by discussion
preparatory to action."
There are no actual
justifications for the initial
demand, except your realization
of apathy. (Perhaps even yours)

Un less ''He Can Lead ''
TRENTON
Charging
"inability" and "failure ," the New
Jersey Education Assn. Monday
told Carl L. Marburger to exert
constructive leadership or resign
as State Commissioner of
Education.
"Unless you Cd n lead rather
than condemn . it would be better
for the schools of New Jersey that

Parl{ing
Sticl{ers
by Anna Deck
"The ordered stickers just did
not arrive on time." slated Mr.
Boe g lem, Chief of Campus
Security. when questioned on the
delay of issuing this year's parking
stickers. Some stickers however.
were sent to students from the
supply of a past year where the
design and color of the sticker was
identical to this year's, and all
students should have received
their stickers by September 27.
Those students who have not
received them shou ld report to
the Parking Office next to the
East Room in the College Center.
On September 24, 375
warnings were issued according to
Mr. Boeglem "just lo make the
stu dents aware of the fact that the
parking stickers must be adhered
to the car." Ticketing, however.
will not go into effect until today ,
October 2nd.
Additional parking stickers for
o t her fa mi Iy ca rs can be
purchased in the Parkin g Office,
for a fee of $2. and presentation
of the car registrntion.

''Zebra''

(Continued from Page 8)
publically, however, that the
THINK!
I nd c pcnd enl should not be
Can you, DO you WHY
underestimated at this point
WON'T you?
considering it ha s a staff in
But then, WHO'S LEFT?
operation but ome weeks in the
busin ess. We too seek to make
Independent IW 2
public the injustices which arc
There will be an important
being carried o ut (sometimes.by
meeting for all organizational
law.) Bui we need your help. If
treasurers on Tuesday , October 7 ,
you don't support us, how arc we
college free hour in the Student
to be able to support you.
Council offices.

you step aside and let someone
lead who can ," said a letter to
Marburger signed by Dr. Frederick
L. Hipp, executive secretary of
the 65,000 member state-wide
teacher organization. and George
Springer of Bea c h Haven,
president.
The letter reflects a two-year
at tempt by NJEA lo work
cooperatively with Marburger.
Said the letter:
"For the most part, you have
ignored our many offers to
cooperate with you on behalf of
the children of New Jersey."
Instead of doing so. the NJEA
charges. Marburger has issued
"wholesale conde mnation of
education leaders" in the press.
The NJEA letter tells
Marburger that NJEA objects 10
"your disdain for well trained
teachers , your attempts to ignore
certification standards, and your
criticism of others for your own
failures."
Marburger ha~ µut himself on
record as blaming poor teaching
for urban school failures, the
NJEA letter notes. replying :
"We have long been aware of
the weaknesses in our city schools

to which you refer. We invite you
to join with us in our continuing
attempts to solve these problems
rather than to condemn those
who are doing their best against
great odds. The hard-working city
teacher needs your help rather
than your criticism.
"The state of New Jersey could
profit by having an Education
Commissioner who can given
constructive leadership to those
school districts that cry out for
greater assistance and that need
many of the programs necessary
for quality education ."
Marburger frequently
announces vague plans for curing
the ills of public educationnd then
adds a comment like : "The
biggest resistance probably will
come from the NJEA." The NJEA
letter retorts: " You should know
that you cannot cover up your
inability to work with your fellow
educators, and your lack of
~ccomplishment. by lashing out at
everyone who has given his best lo
p roducc hundreds of quality
schools throughout the length and
breadth of ew Jersey. By do ing
so. you are admitting your own
failures as an educational leader.' '

A Lesson:

Surrender Of Self
(Continued from Page 5)
what was "AAAAhhhhmmmmmmmm" (Om a sacred Hindu
sy llabic) "Al-I ah! Al-lah ! Al-lah!
AJ-lah! (1 saw hazy flames of color
rhythmically confronting me),
and lastly,
Oma Rama, Shri Rama ,
··
Dci, dci Rama
Oma Rama. Sh ri Rama,
Dci, dei Rama ....
(like a circular dance).
The mantras faded, and the
Western natives were ge lling
somewhat restless. I opened my
eyes to sec an elderly gentleman
ne x t lo me taking copious notes a few others were examining their
neighbors for any signs of ccstacy,
and some began to wiggle and
squirm. Obviously, they were
disappointed: they had come to
listen to Words; not to hear

coughing,. sneezing, and silence. In
fact, as my mild tranquility gave
way to my usual state of noating
anxiety, I felt a bit cheated
myself. Was this some sort of
Cop-out? After all, the place was
packed , and for $3.50 a seat.
Watts was just sitting up there on
a velvet cushion grooving in some
kinda Serene and Enlightened
Bliss • some lucrative gig. that. Or
was it a Cop-in, an attempt to
communicate a consciousness of
Divine Acceptance of the
Universe. that one need not fight
nature with logic. that the body
has a rhythmic wisdom or its own
which far transcends that or a
clock, that the World . neither
"Bad" nor "Good", simply JS?
I can only answer that, without
a doubt, and for a while. I
stopped thinking.

Two special SCATE programs opening for Elementary School
.
maJors.
1. E'port Presbyterian Center
Tuesday 4:00-5:00
2 . Greystone Presbyterian Center
Thursday 3 :00-5:00

.

Anyone interested in volunteering their services, please contact
Bob Reid , SCATE Office in Sloan Lounge.
,(I

:J

)

,
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In Commemoration:

To Charly Horse With Love
By Jack E. Pace, Jr.
In commemoration for
centuries of service, loyalty,
honor , and down right
stubborness, we the subjects of
the Independent and the Denver
Post, hereby proclaim Oct. 6--12 as
"Save the Horse Week." Our
purpose being "To awaken public
consciousness to the contributions
made to the nation's development
and defense by horses and mules."
Some of our less-informed
readers are probably pondering
the questions as to why celebrate
a whole week in the name of
horses, much less jack-asses! Well
for these few unfortunate souls
and any other misguided victims
of the automation era . I shall
interject the following answer.
The horse of today is a horse on
the move-out. Rodeo cowboys
ride horses so hard that not only
does the one inch horseshoe wear
out but the entire hoof as well ;
and who wants a hoof- less horse .
These same fearless cowboys have
been known to beat, kick ,
mutilate, and even scour the poor
horse just because they themselves
tailed at a rodeo or in catching up
with some lucky bandito heading
to Mexico. In reality , the horse of
the West has become the
four-legged "caddy'' of the
world's golf course ; fore whatever
happens out on the fairway or on
the green is the fault of the caddy .
Of course I am not implying
that this problem is one of the
twentieth century alone. Before
time or any recognizable facet of
organized life emerged, the horse
was a victim of man's cruelty and
malice disposition. Many
anthropologists place the horses'
origin before that of man himself.
The horses lived in perfect peace
and contentment for many happy
years until one dismal day arrived
and man moved into the
neighborhood. At first the horses
objected by saying, "If you let
one move in pretty soon they'll
want to marry my mare ." Man ,
immediately on the defensive
formed organizations to further
his status among the horses . They
said they 'd stay on their own
circles if only they were allowed
to walk together, horse with man ,
down life 's long hard road. At
first the horses wouldn't buy it
but finally after some peaceful
demonstrating by the White Polar
Bears and marches to the capital ,
Dallas, the horses gradually gave
in to their demands. All went well

for about one winter but then
came the summer , the latter
Paleolithic Age . Man, now
exhausted from eating black-eyed
peas and tooth-less saber tooth
tigers, decided to become
cannabalistic and eat his friends,
the horses. This practice does
seem rather harsh especially if
you're an avid supporter of the
I.S.P.C.A. but allow me to at least
further your ' re sorrow. In
Australia, Zanzibar, and New
Zealand one of the major
commodities is horse-meat. Horse
lions, ribs, and round roasts are
sold everywhere in large
consumption. Although the U.S.
is still getting started on sea weed
and algae, many people feel that
in the not so far future we shall
witness an era when going to the
Local A&P store for horse chops
will be commonplace .
Pre-historic man is credited
with the discovery that riding a
horse was far easier on the shoes
than walking, especially when
persuing another horse. As cities
and city-states developed and
conflicts between powers arose ,
the horse took on the role as
mediator between enemy and
friend . It became very obvious to
the army, after many years , that it
was far easier to fight on
horseback not only for moblity
but also for protection . Of all the
army had to perfect was timing
the shooting with the movement
of the horses head ; like the
spitfire ai rplane, machine gunners
often shot the propellors off
before timing was perfected. One
very obvious fact and was
discovered and that was, ifyou're
foeshot and arrow, spear, bullet ,
or revolver at you , one could
always hide behind his horse , at
least , it was better than getting
shot yourself and it saved you the
trouble of catching that night's
supper. When the white man came
to the New World and brought
houses from Spain and then lost
them on the trail , the Indians
capitalized on the expenditure . I
mean it's much easier to attack a
wagon train from atop a house
than on foot.
As time passed , even the Army
began to become select"ive in its
choice of horses and men. In
England and other European
countries , a man had to be of
specified status to even be
considered for military service.
Likewise , horses also had to be of
a special caliber less they be

First Impressions Of
Newark State Campus

banished to the glue factory . In
order to pass the selective service
physical a horse had to be of
sound mind , character, and class.
by Marie Cifrodella
His appearance was to be
First impressions are unique in that they likely undergo great
blemish-free and his activities as a change after a period of adjustment. As a freshman, I found the
civilian were to be beyond atmosphere of Newark State to be an odd mixture of apathy and
reproach - no horses who drank ; concern on the part of both the teachers and students. Some teachers
smoked, took drugs, belonged to greeted the incoming students with an "I don't care" philosophy,
the KKK and SDS were accepted. which, in my opinion, is not a proper stimulus for arousing an
Also, dark-skinned horses were
individual's desire to put forth effort. I'm not suggesting that a
taken above fair-skinned animals;
"spoon-fed" education has a greater effect, but an apathetic attitude on
always the issue of prejudice
the part of the teacher can cause the very same feeling in the student.
existing in horselike surroundings.
Still other teachers conveyed a sincere desire to create a working
The horse truly was king of the
teacher-student relationship one where all involved would give of
road until l 920, when the
themselves. In many instances, the words of warning that so many of us
combustion engine emerged. Then
received before entering college were not proven false.
the horse was no longer needed
I have also observed an increasing lack of committment on the
for wars , industry, farms ,
part of students. This cannot correct the injustices you may find
riverboats along the Erie Canal , or
present on campus. As a student , you must first evaluate what you
even the Lone Ranger.
expect from college , then go out and get it. You cannot expect other
Today , the horse is an animal
people to cry your complaints and bring reform . If the reaction of
of sport and showmanship .
others inhibits you from stating your opinion , then , forget individuality
Hollywood buccaneers think
because you are a victim of comformity . I've come to realize one very
nothing of riding a horse for ten
important factor , " College life is what you make it."
or twelve hours downhfll , uphill ,
Experiences, just like impressions, are unique - the first day of
over cliffs, and jumping walls and
orientation was not only this but the biggest farce I ever participated in .
fences designed to make the horse
Many freshman left after the first two hours of walking between
fall and break his neck for a
rau1drop·during the college toursof the well-structured power house and
dramatic sequence on a movie.
parking lots. (I 've yet to meet a freshman who has a class in either
Gallant humanitarians list the
area.) The best was yet to come! On Wednesday , all freshman were
houses usefullness as the
scheduled for a testing program through which it was determined
followi ng: a horse can be raced,
whether you were more capable to be a tree surgeon, funeral director or
ridden, eaten , looked at , asked for
truck mechanic. Another test attempted to discover your preferred
Xmas, hit with a polo racket , feed
interests - A . becoming sexually excited or B. reading a book on the
to dogs or mounted on walls .
lives of great men . After completing six of these mind-benders , we were
Even the cavalry has left the horse
fully orientated and began classes the following day.
and mounted helicopters in order
After attending classes for two weeks, and p:irticipating in a few
to keep up with the times.
campus affairs, I feel that college is not only for the attainment of book
Perhaps for preservation of a
knowledge, but also for interaction with people and a discovery of
proud heritage and just to . make
oneself.
sure that the horse, like the
buffalo and eagle, isn't allowed to
move into extinction, we of the
Independent and Denver Post
make this final plea this coming
Monday , October 6 , 1969. Save
Commissioner of Education for New Jersey, Dr. Carl Marburger ,
the Horse. Put on your horse
Friday
stated that "teachers cannot prepare students for tomorrow's
buttons, · wave the tail, throw a
needs
by
using yesterday's tools." In a speech before the Classroom
horseshoe , boycott glue , and save
Renaissance Arts-Humanities Institute held at the Theater for the
that -horse .
Performing Arts, the controversial
commissioner also stated that
"releveancy of curriculum, not
tradition , should be the
determining factor for today' s
If the veteran was in college educator."
The Veteran s Administration
during the spring or summer
Dr. Marburger , currently
said today it is as anxious as any
se m es t e r and foll o w e d embroiled in a controversy with
campus G.l . to have education
checks arrive o n time this fall , instructions by returning his the New Jersey Education
according to Mr. Paul M. Nugent , Certifica tion o f Attendance at the Association , indicated that "there
Manager, New Jersey, Veterans end of the term , he has nothing is a need for creativity and
Administration Regional Office , more to do before his checks start innovation in the classroom", and
arriving this fall ... assuming the that "we must test all aspects of
Newark .
The number of payday delays college registrar follow s through our educational system."
would be reduced drastically if and promptly returns his new fall
Dr. Marburger then fielded
veterans and schools will do the enrollment certification to the
questions from the audience, and
required paperwork ... and do it VA .
Mr. Nugent said that veterans indicated that "as leisure time
on time , Mr. Nugent said.
who did not return their becomes increasingly available ,
Certification of Attendance to VA the schools must instruct students
in June should do so immediately . with a greater knowledge of the
Vete rans who have los t their arts and humanities so that the
Ce rtification of Attendance card leisure time is properly
Are YOU relevant? Are YOU alive? Then the Vietnam War affects YOU. Here is your chance to let should o btain ano ther one fro m enhanced. " Dr. Marburger also
the VA office that issued it and indicat e d hi s f e e lings that
your views on Vietnam be known.
"today's students are politically
In a literary response to the Vietnam Moratorium Day on campus, the INDEPENDENT will publish a mail it in fo rthwith .
more
aware and are closer in
He
added
ve
terans
who
are
special issue focused entirely on Vietnam and you . Faculty, administrators, staff members, and (most
deinitely) N.S.C. students are invited to submit articles for this issue. It doesn't matter if you ever wrote for enrolling for the fir st time this fall ma turity to the adult world than
us before. It doesn't even matter if you can write. (We will interview you.) Come in and tell us about your - or who have change d college or the students of twen ty years ago",
ideas. If you don't- want your name printed, we will withhold it, but all names must be submitted. (This is p rogram - mu st be ce rtain, that : and that it is not sufficient to use
I . They have obtained a proper the sdwols of the sta te to meet
mainly for editing purposes).
We want the view of war mongers, peaceniks, draft dodgers, and conscientious objectors. Or as a . Certificate of Eligibility fro m the college admission requiremen ts
alone."
non-committal (?) _student, tell us what you have to say about the above classifications. Yes, girls, you too, Veterans Administration .
2. They have submitted this
can write - tell us about life on the home front, or select your own topic.
Certificate to the college registrar.
We also need cartoons, political, emotional, or imformative, (you name it.)
NOTICE
3 . T h e college registrar
The.deadline for this issue is Monday, October 6.
There will be a meeting today
THE INDEPENTENT intends to circulate this Vietnam issue to the governor, the gubernat or ial promptly returns the completed
in W100 of all those interested in
certificate
to
he
VA
.
candidates, N.J .'s representatives to both the U.S. Senate and House of Representives, Nixon , the chiefs of
Normally , payment for working on the Viet Nam
staff and others. We will of course send t his issue to all of the local and New York papers. Now is the time to
Septem
b er and October is Moratorium program. All those
say how YOU feel about YOUR war.
combined in the first check who will lead workshops are
especially urged to attend.
- - - - - - - • - - -•- - • - -•---•-• --- - - - -- -- •--• - - - - -- - - •--•--------•-■------·..,-.:-.,:
,-;;;-;;:;:
, ;;;;;;:;;;.;;,;.,,;:;:;_;;:;:.;.:
. ...-· -;.:·;;.;,,,;;;.;;;.;,,;,;;,;:;,
- ... ~- m~tle--d LO.. ve .terans iii'NOvember.

Marburger Speaks·

V.A. Education Checks
To Arrive November

Where Are You?

1
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Sound And Fury
(Continued from Page 4)
War Memorial Service. Again,
Alpha Sigma Mu will only be
represented in the War Memorial
Service.
The brothers of
Alpha Sigma Mu

the safety and convenience o.f
those who must live off-campus.
Barbara Geraczynski

Analysis:

A Journey To Ourselves

Provided we follow a more
pragmatic and less "rational"
approach to meeting individual
(Continued from Page 3)
human needs, we may evolve from
traffic," it said. "The 12-22 years an age of frustration and
age groups are more responsive to irrationality to an age of
price than is the market as a Individualism, not the 19th
To the Editor:
whole. Moreover, in add ition to century kind, but a new type
The commuting students of the short-run generative effect of whose chief characteristic is an
NSC had parking problems. So, youth fares , the long term traffic "autonomy" of the human
more parking spaces were made. impact also is significant. By psyche. Authority and rationalism
The dorm students had encouraging persons to travel by will have been confronted and
complaints about the food. So , air at an early age, the fares will subdued. They will still exist to
the situation was improved .
inculcate habits . .. . which will be fulfill many necessary functions,
And now the students who reflected in a ready acceptance of but th.is new individualism will
travel the shoe-leather express (i.e. air travel throughout their adult reign supreme. However, it will be
off-campus residents) have a lives."
a chaotic and anarchic reign if
problem too. The most
convenient and safe route for
walking was sealed off. Some
smart person fenced in the back
entrance behind the dorms so
neither cars nor people can
penetrate. Is this security?
Dr. Lillian Putnam , a professor Saturday, October 16, from 9:00
Security when many fema le
students must now be forced to of reading at Newark State a.m. to I p.m. in the Theater for
walk along a wooded route? What College, Union announce d plans the Performing Arts.
happens in bad weather or at for the Sixth Annual Reading
The theme of this yea r's
Conference to be held by the conference is " Meeting Individual
night?
Let's hope the administration Reading and Language Arts Needs." The keynote speaker at
has the sense to install a gate for Division of Newark State on the conference will be Dr. Dan
Fader from the University of
Michigan , the author of "Hooked
on Books ." Dr. Fader is a
nationally known author , teacher
an d s p ea ker. He has done
exte nsiv e work with
disadvantaged youth as proj ect
director of the Maxey Boys
Training School in Michigan, as
Send in this coupon if you want to learn how to earn a great
project direct or of the United
deal of money for yourself while operating your own exclusive
States Offi ce of Education
trarichise on campus distributing Audio-Lites.
program "E nglish in Every
Classroom" in Washington, D.C. ,
and as a consultant to establish
reading and writing programs at
NAME
Camp Kilmer, New Jersey in
SENSATIONAL NEW
conjunction with the Job Corps.
SO UNO-SENSITIVE
SCHOOL
Reacting to Dr. Fader's speech
LIGHT UNITS
will be two educators from the
ADDRESS
North J ersey area; Dr. Alma
CITY
Flagg, Assistant Superintendent of
STATE
ZIP
Schools in Newark in charge of
MAIL TO:
Curriculum Services and Mr. Dan
American College Distr i buting Corp .
Dr amer, District Curriculum
P . O . Box 636 , De Kalb, Ill. 60115
Su pe rv iso r of Reading and
Language Arts, Elmont, Long
Island .

Youth Fare

·security?

there is not at the same time a
firmly establishe d integration of
ethical and democratic principles
embe dded in the minds of all.
The "Enlightenment" was not
complete. lt only showed us how
to deal with physical things. lt let
God, ethics, philosophy and
humanity go its disconnected
"inconsequential" way . Today we
must complete the job or else we
will perish either bodily,
spiritually, intellectually or
emotionally. WE NOW MUST
RETURN TO OURSELVES. A
minority of people are trying to
do just that. They are the

Reading Conference To Be
Held At Newark ·Sta te

DO YOU

NEED IT?

I

THIS

CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
a way as an Anacin®bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

Following the major address,
sectional workshops will be open
to delegates dealing with six
current topics: Dr. Albert De
Sousa, Director of Language Arts
and Reading Instruction in the
Scotch Plains schools will deal
with " Linguistics and Reading:
Panacea or Fantasy;" "Creative
Drama - A Road to Reading" will
be. the topic discussed by Mr.
0 scar To 1e f son of the
Bridgewater-Raritan sc h oo l
district ; Miss Mary Mason,
principal of the Mary Mason
School in Princeton will conduct a
workshop on " Reading for the
Gifted Pre-School Child ;" auth or
of the book "Let Them Be
Themselves," Mr. Lee Bennett
Hopkins, will lead a discu ssion on
" R efres hin g Techniques in
Language Arts for the
Disadvantaged ," and Mr. George
Cureton , one of five finalists in
the National Teacher of the Year
Competition, and a teacher in the
Morton Street School in Newark
will lead a discussion on "Code
Reading - A New Approach to
Teaching Reading."
Leading book publishers in the
language arts and reading areas
have been invited to exhibit their
materials at the conference.
There is a registration fee of
$4.5 0 per person fo r the
conference. Those wishing to
atten d may register by sending
their name and address to
READING CONFE REN CE,
Education Department, Newark
State College, Union , New Jersey
07083. Enclose $4.50 for each
registrant and indicate preference
for sectional workshops. Persons
registered prior to October 9 will
receive tickets for the conference
by return mail.

Classified
Ads
FOR SALE: Austin Healy
I 962
New Blue Paint
Overdrive , new shocks, new
side curtains, $900 Call
233-2308 after 5 :30.

Ask Tony about the Bar. Bet
he had A Gay Time;
FOR SALE: 1956 Chrysler
2-door hardtop (green and
white) . Power brakes and

non-conformers of our generation
- the hippies, the black militants.
Is that so hard to understand?
Nevertheless, our problem is not
merely to understand but to
interpret these actions as an avant
garde of the fu ture not as some
sociological deviation. In so doing,
we will gain a new direction for
our current actions and a brand
new frame of reference for a NEW
RA TIO NA LISM for human
consumption based on the only
two absolutes left to mankind the inevitability of change. and
the uniqueness of the individual
personality.
To a lesser degree, the
challenge to authority and the
cries of '·relevance" are symptoms
of the sa me avant garde
moven;ent . If colleges are to
survive as independent, vital
institution s, they mu st change and
they must recognize the
uniqueness of the individual
personality. Authority must be
challenged for in the future it
must assume a new an d lesser role.
Democratic principles and a new
set of ethical values will dominate
the environment just as religion
dominated the middle ages and
authority dominate s the pre sent
day working world.
The cry for " relevance" is a
very
tricky · word. I f
administrators do not understand
its full significance, they will be
thrown in all directions and never
solve any problems. For one
thing, relevance is subj ective.
What is relevant to one person is
not for another. In the second
place, relevance implies being
" up-t o- d ate". Some college
courses may need to be updated .
In the third place, relevance may
merely mean the freedom to
choose your courses of study . In
the fourth place , relevance may
imply a lack of democratic
principles an d two-way
communication in the classroom.
If teachers would be brave enough
to use discussion techniques in
teaching rather than authoritarian
ones, they might end up learning
something about their students
and perhaps more about
themselves. They also will grow as
teachers and• not remain stagnant
which is what the lecture method
lends itself very nicely ,-Finally , it
may mean that we really must
create new courses and perhaps
combine, re-orient or elim.ina te
old ones.
If we accept the absolutes of
change and individuality, we may
pass the crisis of the challenge to
authority which everyone knows
is imminent on this campu s.
Change was accelerated and made
visable by the in dustrail
revolution while individuality was
always ba sic
to
the
Judea-Christian beliefs. Once such
basic prin~ ples have been set in
motion tfirough history, they
cannot be st~ped and we cannot
go back . The only thing we can do
is to see that they are fu lfilled in
the midst of an endless parade of
various forms of destruction and
violence.
power steering. New tires and
brakes . Garage-kept
Excellent Condition - $150,
Phone 783-4853 .
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Squire Snapshots

On The Ball

Clem Restine·
The Squire under the spotlight this week is Clem Restine , co-captain and goalie of the soccer team.
Anyone who knows anything about sports knows Clem. In his four years on campus he has been outstanding
in soccer as well as an executive board member of the now defunct M .A.A. , the Student Faculty Committee
on Athletics, and organizer of last year's Varsity Sports Banquet. He is also a brother of Sigma Beta Tau
fraternity.
Corning to Newark State from Irvington High Sc]:iool, where he lettered twice in wrestling, Clem
decided he would like to try his
hand at soccer. With his size,
agility, and athletic ability, it
wasn't hard for "Doc" Errington
to mould him into a good goalie.
In his freshman and sophomore
years his skil ls were evidenced by
a severe decrease in the number of
goa ls score d per ga me as
compared with previous years.
Last year was ammemorable one
for both the team and Clem. The
team had an impressive start , but
during the third game, against
Paterson State, Clem was hurt in a
play , but finished the game, only
to find out that he had three
brocken ribs, this put him out of
action for a month . When Clem
returned , the team went on to
compile a 9-5-2 record, the first
winning record in Newark State
soccer history . and Clem was
selected for all-conference goalie
despite the fact that he missed six
games while his ribs were
mending.
With the start of this season
came a new threat to Clem's
playing ability, a sprained knee.
This ailment kept him from
practicing for most of the months
until last week when on Saturday
he turned in a great performance
against Rutgers University . Of this
season, Clem has sai d, " Before
Rutgers I thought that this year
Goalie, Clem Restine makes grab at soccer ball.
would be cine of rebuilding,
getting a good team for next year ,
but now it looks as if we will have
a successful year. Our sophomores
are coming through for us on
defense , which looks to be our
strongpoint, Dave Colpitts and Ivo
The NJARFCW, a nationwide
to anyone interested. Co--ed Folk Lekic are working well together
association of all Women's Dance also on Thursdays is on the offense , so the only thing
Recreation Associations in available in the Campus School we need now is student support.

Women's Recreation Assoc.
To Meet At Glassboro

colleges throughout the U.S., has
scheduled a special day on
October 4th at Glassboro State.
The purpose of the day is to
enable a ready exchange of ideas
among the various WRA's of New
Jersey. Each college will send
representatives to the all day
c 0n .-crences in an effort to
coordinate programs, kinds of
varsities, levels of skills and
generally just gain knowledge on
the working's of WRA 's. NSC will
be represented by 5 students and
Miss Schmidt of the Physical
Education Department.
Our own WRA is extending an
open invitation to all women
stu dents of Newark State. A
general meeting followed by a
Swim Party will be held the week
of Octo ber 16th. Freshmen
especially are urged to atten d.
Here you can learn about WRA ,
some of its activities and goals
while also having an enjoyable
time.
. Now looks like the best time to
find out . about WRA since
activities this year promise to be
more expansive and better than
ever. Several more sports are in
full action right now. Bowling
started October 2nd at ·Sunset
Bowling Lanes on Rt. 22. All day
Thursdays from 10 A.M. to 5
P.M., 3 games for 50c are available

Gym. From 7:30 to 9:30 come on
out -and try some dancing that for
today is really differen l'
For those of us who prefer
Modern Dance this too is just
wailing for participants any
Monday or Thursday from 7-9 in
the Gym. Or may be synch ronize d

swimming is where your interest
lies. If so give your schedule to
Mrs. Re snick in DI of'lhe Gym or
leave it in Mailbox 522.
Keep an eye ou t also for
Vollyball and Ice Skating both
due to start soon in October.

By Rick Watson_
During the past month I have been plugging the soccer team with
the hope that students here on campus would develop an interest in the
lone fall male sport. It is impossible to know at this time how the
turnout will be for the first three home games on this Wednesday ,
Friday , an d next Thursday , but I would hope for the sake of the team
moral and the integrity of the school that we would have a good
showing at every game . The games are played in the late afternoon , on
the athletic field. If you know nothing about the game , come anyway,
this is a learning institution and you might as well learn about another
sport. What else could you do; wait in the traffic on Morris Avenue ?
1 would especially like to invite the tender young females on
campus to atten d as this is one event where you can meet some of the
most eligible males on campus both on and off the field.
Bill Loehning will be there, will you?

*

*

*

Water Safety Instructors or Senior Life Savers are needed to
guard the pool during seventh period , 4:30-5:45 p .m ., Monday through
Friday. There will be a small renumerati on for services rendered. If
interested, please contact Mrs . HoJden or put your name, mailbox no.
and what Red Cross certificate you hold , in Mrs. Holdens mailbox .

*

*

*

Varsity Basketball practice will begin October 15 , preceded by a
short meeting. Anyone interested in playing should be at the meeting
and practice and obtain a physical prior to the practice from the Health
Services. The following times have been set up for appointments for
anyone interested ; Monday , Oct. 13 , 12:00-1 : 15 , Tuesday , Oct. 14 ,
8:30-10:15, and Wednesday , Oct . 15, 9:00-10:15. Each prospective
candidate should bring his own equipment. Coach Fred Chesky has
ann0unced twenty three varsity games and twenty one junior varsity
games for this year, so there will be a need for plenty of players.

*

*

*

BOWLERS ATTENTION! The 1969-70 Varisty Bowling season is
beginning October 12. Bowlers are desperately needed for the team no
matter what your status may be . Anyone interested should contact
Larry Langlois at Mailbox No. 253.

*

*

*

*

*

*

]ntramural flag football begins October 6 . l cam entries must be
made by October 3 to Mr. Andzel in the Gym.
The first Womens field hockey game is scheduled for October 8.

Squires Defeat Rutgers

In Scrimmage Play
Last Saturday, the Squires of
Newark State debuted in 1969
soccer play in a scrimmage game
against Rutgers New Brunswick.
After four quarters of a game
which Rutgers didn't want to play
because it felt the Squires weren't
good enough , the score was N.S.C.
3 - Rutgers 2.
Newark State led for the en tire
game playing hard the first
quarter and coasting along the
other three. Early in the first
period lvo Lekic slammed a shot
into the corne r of the ne ts for the

first score and followed up with
two more in the period, one a
lofting shot which went over the
goalies' head through his hands
into the goal, and the other was a
hard shot to the right side.
Rutgers also scored in the first
period but didn' t score again until
the middle of the fourth period.

Free -Ice

Skating
Another season of Free l ee
Skating _is available to Newark
State College students. Warinanco
lee Rink , a large outdoor facility
provides an excellen t atmosphere
for students ( especially physical
education majors) to learn to ice
skate or to perfect their skills.

Coach Ippolito Discusses Strat~y for the Patersqn ~ m.

Free lessons are provide d,
adding to the value of this
activity.
Each Thursday, 4th period
(12:+5-l: 15 P.M .) the rink is
opene-.!!__only for stu dents , faculty
and fflrff of the college. Skate
rental are a mere 50c .
Transportation is provided if
nece ssary. (Contact Dr. Persinger.)
Th e satisfaction from
participating in this sport is
unequalled, and Newark State is
one of the few colleges on the
East Coast to include ice skating
as a club activity. Take advantage
of it. The first day is October 23,
see you there!

